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Static and dynamic properties of a flat superconductor placed in a magnetic field inclined with respect to 
the surface are calculated. An exact solution is obtained for small angles of inclination, which corrects the 
work of Saint-James for the upper critical field and the work of Maki on the impedance, giving a 
consistent flux-flow characteristic. The possibility of sharp vortex-lattice strU(;tural phase transitions at 
intermediate angles of inclination and the variation of the upper critical field near the perpendicular 
orientation are also investigated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the angular dependence of the critical 
magnetic field of a flat type II superconductor was 
solved by Tinkhamll ] for a thin film. Further proposals 
[2,3,4] made for thicker films are incorrect. Maki[S,S] 
investigated the impedance of a thick film in an in
clined field. However, his approximate calculations 
lead in some cases to an infinite conductivity. Actually 
the conductivity should be finite due to flux flow of the 
vortex lines formed for any finite inclination of the 
static magnetic field with respect to the surface. Signi
ficant improvement in calculating these static and dy
namic responses of a superconductor with tilted vor
tices is obtained in the present work. 

Previous work is reviewed in detail and some better 
variational limits are obtained in Sec. 2. Exact solutions 
for the super conducting wave functions and eigenvalues 
for all film thicknesses near the parallel orientation are 
presented in the third section. The variation in the criti
cal field near the perpendicular orientation is discussed 
in Sec. 4. The results of Sec. 3 are applied to calculate 
the impedance near the parallel orientation in Sec. 5. 
Higher order effects in perturbation theory, leading to 
possible phase transitions in the structure of the vortex 
lattice at intermediate orientations, are indicated in 
Sec. 6. 

2. PREVIOUS WORK AND VARIATIONAL LIMITS 

The value of the upper critical magnetic field Hu of a 
dirty type-two superconductor and the spatial form of 
the superconducting order parameter (or wave function) 
~ near Hu are determined by first minimizing the func
tional A. 

f. = S d'rl (iV+2eA)~I' (2eB, S d'rl~I' )-1 (1) 

A is the vector potential corresponding to the uniform 
externally-applied magnetic field Be. Then the critical 
field is found by setting A equal to HCVBe. HC2 is de
termined by 

In (I'/Te) +1jJ('/2+p) -1jJ('/2) =0, 

where <p is the digamma function. p = 2eHC2D/41TT, TC 
is the critical value of the temperature T, and D is the 
diffusion constant (kB = n = c = 1). 

Variation of A with respect to ~ gives an eigenvalue 
equation which determines ~: 

(2eB,.)-1(iV+2eA)'~~H~=f.~. (2) 

The boundary condition requires the normal component 
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of the gauge-invariant derivative (iV + 2eA)~ to vanish 
at the sample surfaces. When A is set equal to HCVHu, 
(2) is the linearized Ginzburg-Landau[S] equation. 

In general one cannot solve this non-separable equa
tion simply to find the exact value of the critical field. 
The variational functional (1) is useful then, since a 
trial function, which does not necessarily solve (2) or 
the boundary condition, may be used to estimate A. The 
estimated value of A must exceed or equal the true mini
mum value of A. In addition to the minimum value of A 
there are other stationary values of A, which are solu
tions of (2) corresponding to excited states. These 
states may be excited by applying an electro-magnetic 
field. 

The first work on the dependence of the critical field 
on the angle of inclination of the magnetic field with 
respect to the sample surface was by Tinkham[11, who 
conSidered the case of a thin film with a thickness d 
much less than the coherence length ~ = (2eHC2t1/2. 
USing a coordinate system where the x-y coordinates 
are in the plane of the film and the field is in the x-z 
plane, the vector potential may be chosen to have only a 
y-component Ay = Be(x sinO - z cosO), where 0 is the 
angle between the field and the plane of the film. The z
dependence of ~ is unimportant for a thin film. A good 
approximation is to write ~ as the Abrikosov[9] solution 
~o, a linear combination of Gaussians, for the perpendi
cular component of the field Be sinO. Then A = eBe 
x (d cosO)2/6 + sinO. If 0 = 1/21T one gets Hu = HC2' Sim
ilarly if 0 = 0, Hu is HCII, the parallel critical field. In 
terms of HC2 and HCII, Hu satisfies 

(3) 

Tinkham[2] further suggested that (3) might be valid 
also for thick films d » ~ when the appropriate value 
for HCII, HC3 = 1.69HC2 is substituted [10]. However, the 
formula is not correct when the z-dependence of ~ is 
important. 

Saint-James[3] investigated the variation of Hu near 
the parallel orientation, evaluating dHuidO at 0 = O. 
He separated the operator H in (2) into two parts, a sepa
rable Ho and a perturbation P which has mixed coordi
nates. The y-dependence of ~ is a trivial exponential, 
and one has ~ = ~(x, z)eiky . Then 

(2eBJHo=- V,'+[2eB, cos O(z-zo) ]'-V x'+[2eB, sin O(x-xo) ]', (4) 
(2eB,)P=-2 (2eB,)' (z-zo) (x-xo) sin 0 cos 0, 

where k = 2eBe(Xo sinO - zocosO). The solution for Ho is 
separable into the product of a surface state S(z) and an 
Abrikosov harmonic oscillator state A(x - Xo). The value 
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of Xo does not affect the eigenvalue of Ho, and Zo is chosen 
to minimize it. The lowest eigenvalue of Ho, ~o is then 

leooo~~lo cos O+sin 0, 

JJ.o = 0.5901 for a thick film, JJ.o = eBe cose d2/6 for a 
thin film, and JJ.o is calculated numerically for inter
mediate thicknesses llO ). For the normalized slope 

~~~~I ~-(1+f{u~~)-' ~d')..l 
II. dO "_,, Ie dB.. ').. de "~,, 

(5) 

this simple formula gives f3 = -JJ.ii1 = - 1.69 for thick 
films. Tinkham's (3) gives half this value. Saint-James 
used perturbation theory to second order in P and cal
culated an "exact" value for f32 supposing that the 
higher order terms of order P n would only give cor
rections of order en to the eigenvalue. For a thick film 
he got f3 = -1.35. He got an interesting sharp minimum 
in f3 at the critical thickness d = 1.S12~, which would not 
be expected from Tinkham's arguments, but which was ob
served experimentally[U). Actually his analysis was 
wrong, and the terms p2n all give linear contributions 
of order e, which must be summed to obtain the correct 
slope f3. This is done here in Sec. 3. 

Following Saint-James' work Yamafugi, Kusayanagi, 
and Irie[4) proposed a new formula for Hu(e) for thick 
films which was in agreement with Saint-James' result 
for small e, f3 = -1.35, and agreed much better with ex
perimental data than Tinkham's formula. However, their 
reasoning was mathematically wrong, since they worked 
with (2) but ignored the boundary condition. In fact if one 
uses a separable trial function as they did, the minimum 
value of A which can be obtained is just that given in (5), 
which is very different from their formula. The formula 
for Hu resulting from the use of (5) has the bad result 
that Hu < HC2 for 29° < e < 90°. The choice of a separable 
trial function is quite poor in this range, since Hu must 
not be less than HC2' The value Hu = HC2 can always 
be achieved by using the Simplest tilted-vortex trial 
solution, ~ proportional to Ao(x sine - z cose). The re
sulting value for A is just 1, independent of e, which is 
smaller than that given by (5) when Hu < HC2. The 
actual variation of Hu with cp = 1/211" - e for small cp is 
neither flat according to this trial function, nor propor
tional to cp2 as in the empirical formulae of Tinkham 
and of Yamafugi, et aI., as shown in Sec. 4. Our best 
variational estimate in this section is proportional to q;4, 
but cp3 is also possible. 

The tilted vortex character of the solution for ~ in an 
inclined field was emphasized by Kulik[12). The vortex 
character of the solution can be verified experimentally 
by applying an electric field parallel to the sample sur
face. A finite zero-frequency conductivity should be ob
served due to flux flow, instead of the infinite conduc
tivity usually characteristic of superconductors due to 
the Meissner effect. 

In a set of two papers Maki[5,6) has attempted to cal
culate the angular dependence of the impedance of a 
sample in an inclined field. In the first paper he used 
the simple separable trial function. He found a flux-flow 
characteristic in the longitudinal orientation, where the 
electric field E is parallel to the surface component of 
the static magnetic field Bex. However, in the trans
verse orientation, E perpendicular to Be, a Meissner ef
fect resulted at all angles e. In the second paper Maki 
used a trial function which mixed the ground and first 
excited states of the separated functions S(z) and A(x). 
The results for Hu were a little improved: the unac-
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ceptable region where Hu < HC2 was slightly reduced to 
38° < e < 90°, and now f3 = -1.35. The transverse orien
tation still showed a Meissner effect, now with the op
posite Sign, but, what was worse, even the longitudinal 
orientation acquired a Meisner effect in order e2 • These 
unphysical results are due to the inaccuracy of the trial 
functions used by Maki. The exact functions for small e 
found in Sec. 3 when applied to impedance calculations 
in Sec. 5 always show a finite flux-flow-type conduc
tivity, which is anisotropic. Experimental data (13 ) show 
reasonable agreement with the predicted angular de
pendence for flux-flow and disagree with the Meissner
type behavior. 

Better approximate ground-state trial functions may 
be constructed based on the idea of tilted vortices. First 
suppose that ~(x, z) may be written as a product >Ir(x- yz) 
x <I>(z), where y is the cotangent of the angle of tilting 
and <I> must not grow as z - 00. When this trial function 
is substituted into (1) and A is varied with respect to >Ir 
and <I>, separate equations for >Ir and <I> result. The 
separate solutions are <I> = So(zn) and>Ir = Ao(xn - YZn), 
where the rescaled variables are 

x .. ~ (x-xo) (1 +1') 'I. (2eB,. sin 8) -'/" 
O,,=Z [2eBc (cos 0-1 sin 0) j-'/'. 

Minimizing A with respect to y for a thick film where 
JJ.o is independent of y gives 

(6) 
Ie= (1-~o') 'I, sin O+~o cos o. 

The formula for Hu obtained from (6) by setting A = 
HC2IHu was proposed previously by Tilley and Ward (14) 

but not justified by a variational method by them. For 
zn to be real one must have cotane :s y, so the solution 
given in (6) is only valid when e :s 53.So = arcos JJ.o. For 
larger e the solution is fixed at y = cotane, A = 1, Hu = 
HC2' This Simple tilted vortex solution has a wider 
range where Hu > HC2 than Maki's approximations and 
never has Hu < HC2. The value of f3 = -1.37 is Slightly 
worse than his second approximation. 

Further improvement in the ground-state eigen
value estimate for thick films is obtained by letting the 
angle of tilting of the vortex vary with z, USing a trial 
function >Ir (x - f(z))<I> (z). The equation for >Ir separates 
out as before and is again a harmonic oscillator equa
tion, >Ir (x) = Ao(ax). The equations for f and <I> are 
coupled and nonlinear, not having a known solution. 
However, if the form of <I> is taken to be So(bz), then the 
equation for f is soluable and f has the form 

f(z)=.E cnSn(bz)/So(bz). 

The resulting expression for A is 

')..='/, sin 8 (a'+a-') +'/, cos O(b'+b-') ~o 

_ sinOcosO ~ (Sn(Z) 11'2z'ISo(z)' 

a'b' i..l b'(~n-~0)cosO+2a 'sinO' 
"=1'=0 

where JJ.n are the excited state eignevalues. z' = 
(2eBe)1/2z. 

Analytic results are obtained near the parallel and 
perpendicular directions. For small e one gets 

a~ (1-2ao)''', b~1, 

).=~0+O(1-2ao)\ a o "".E (SnI1'2z'ISo)'(~n-~0)-'. 
n,.O 

(7) 

(S) 

These results agree with the exact results obtained in 
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the next section and give the true value of (3 = - (1 -
2ao?/2/ /lo = -1.30. 

Near the perpendicular direction a formal expansion 
in powers of tan cp would give a series of sums 

Sm= L, (SnI1'2z'ISo)2(~n-~0)m. 
Due to the presence of the surface only So = /lo and SI = 
2 converge. Using these values (7) can be rearranged 

2i. sec <p=a' sec' <p+a-2+b2~0 tg <p' 

b-' ~ (SnI1'2z'ISo)'[1/2a'b'(~n-~oHg<p]' 
- tg<p k..i' , 

.*0 1+t/,a2b'(~.-~0)tg<p 

(9) 

The most important contributions to the sum come from 
terms with large n where the two terms in the denomi
nator are comparable in magnitude. Unfortunately we 
do not know the required matrix elements and eigen
values for the optimum choice of z~ = (0.5901)1/2. How
ever, if instead Zo = 0 is chosen the wave functions are 
just the even harmonic oscillator ones. (9) is still valid 
using /In = 4n + 1, and the matrix element 

(S" I Y2z' I S,)'=2[ (2n)! J'" [n (2n-1) 2"n! ]-., 

which for large n is asymptotically 1/21T-3 12 n-5 12 • Then 
for Zo = 0 and small cp 

2f. sec <p=a' sec' q;+a-'+b' tg <p-'hb-' tg qm-'I, (2a'b' tg <p) 'h. (10) 

Minimizing (10) gives 

a'=cos 'l'[ 1 + (3/2,,) sin' <pl, 

b= (2n) -'I, sin';, <p, 1,=1- (4n) -. sin' <p. 
(11) 

Therefore Hu begins to increase near cp = 0 at least 
as fast as cp4. The choice of a finite Zo would only 
change the coefficient of the cp4 variation but not the 
power. The alternate choice cf>(z) = e- bz gives a slightly 
better limiting expression A = 1 - cp4/8. We show in Sec. 
4 that the increase for a thick film cannot be as fast as 
cp2. The lower bound is especially valuable since the 
exact variation is not found; it could be either cp3 or cp4. 

3. EXACT SOLUTION NEAR PARALLEL 
ORIENTATION 

The exact solution is obtained by summing perturba
tion theory to all orders, splitting the operator H in (2) 
into Ho + P as in (4). We have only managed to find a 
complete exact solution for the eigenvalues and wave 
functions near the parallel orientation, for small 8. 

According to perturbation theory the exact eigen
value Ai numbered i of H can be expressed as a series 
in terms of the eigenvalues Ai of Ho and the matrix ele
ments Pnm = (n I P I m) of the operator P calculated be
tween the normalized states of Ho. We have 

(12) 

The solutions of Ho are separable into Abrikosov har
monic oscillator states Ai(X) and surface states Sj(z), 
so it is convenient to regard the index i in (12) as a 
double index, the first index referring to the x-eigen
value and the second to the z-eigenvalue. Looking for 
the solution for small 8, we replace sin8 by 8 and cos8 
by 1 in (4). To make the 8 dependence explicit and ease 
the calculation of matrix elements it is convenient to 
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make a scale change in x and make x and z dimension
less. Let z' = (2eBe )1/2z and x' = (2eBe8)1/2(x - Xo) so 
that 

Il,=- v ,.'+ (z' -zo') '+6( - v,.'+.x"), 

P=-26'!'x' (z' -zo'). (13) 

The value of z~ is chosen equal to the ground-state ex
pectation value of z'. This choice minimizes the ground
state eigenvalue of the surface state /lo. Then the eigen
values A~j = (2i + 1)8 + /lj, where /lj are calculated nu
merically. For example when d - "", J..I.l = 5.62/lo, etc. 
[3,15,16]. Only terms involving an even number of matrix 
elements p2n contribute to (12) because P connects only 
even harmonic oscillator states to odd ones. 

Let us first discuss the ground-state eigenvalue Aoo 
which determines the critical field. ~o = /lo + 8. The 
only non-vanishing matrix element of x' with the ground
state harmonic oscillator is (Ao I v'2x' I AI) = 1. Thus to 
second order in perturbation theory we get Saint-James' 
result AoO = J..I.o + (1 - ao)8 with ao as in (8). Numerical 
values of ao may be taken from the graph of the func
tion A == 1 - 2ao in [16]. In particular for d - "", A = 
0.586 and ao = 0.207. If the calculation is stopped at 
this point, as Saint-James did, one gets (3 = - (1 - ao)/ 
/lo = - 1.344, which except for a numerical uncertainty of 
a part in a thousand is the result quoted by him. 

However, in spite of the fact that p2n is of order 8n, 
it is not correct to cut off the perturbation theory at 
second order. An example is the term of fourth order 
in (12). The numerator is of order 82 • The first and 
last factors in the denominator cannot be infinitesi
mally small since the matrix elements of P to the 
ground state vanish unless the surface states are ex
cited. However, the middle factor is small, of order 
8, for those intermediate states which are a combina
tion of the surface ground state and excited Abrikosov 
states. This factor of 8 in the denominator compensates 
one factor of 8 in the numerator, leaving an overall 
contribution of order 8. Similar cancellations occur in 
all higher order even terms, giving an infinite series of 
contributions of order 8. Writing the exact eigenvalue 
Aoo = /lo + s8, where s is the slope to be determined, the 
series to order 8 is 

(14) 
-a,36 ~ ~2IAm)(AmI2x'2IAn)(A.12x"IAo) 

k..i (2m+1-s) (2n+1-s) . 
m,n'i""O 

Cancelling the constant term J..I.o and dividing (14) by 8 
the series has the same form as (12). Therefore, s is the 
ground-state eigenvalue of an operator H' which is the 
sum of H~ and P' where H~ = vi, + X,2 and P' = - 2aox,2. 
H' is just a harmonic oscillator hamiltonian, which is 
easily solved by letting x" = A I/4X', so S = Al/2 = 
(1 - 2ao)1/2. 

This corrected exact value for the slope agrees with 
Saint-James' result only when ao - 0, which does oc
cur in the Tinkham thin film limit. In the thick film 
limit the corrected value for (3 is (3 = - Al /2/ /lo = - 1.30, 
which is only 3.5% smaller in magnitude than Saint
James' value. The maximum error made by him occurs 
at the critical thickness d = 1.812~ where s = 0, whereas 
he got a finite value 1/2. The actual vanishing of the 
slope at this thickness, rather than its having a finite 
minimum value was evidently missed in the experi-
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ments[ll) because only the difference between Hu at a fi
nite angle e = 2.50 and HCII was measured. 

For further calculations H is more conveniently 
separated into H~ + p". 

H,"=- \' ,,'+ (z' -z,') '+OA'" (- 'V'x"'+x'''), 
(15) 

Using this separation J\oo = ~o, and all the higher terms 
in (12) cancel to order e. The normalized wave func
tions Ui are then constructed from the unperturbed wave 
functions ui according to the general perturbation theory 
formula. 

(16) 

For small e (16) gives to order e l/2 

(t' S ( ') 
tl",(x", 0') =A,(x")S,(z)+-,· 1'2x" A,(x") L -' _z - (S,,1Y2 z'ISo> 

A' f1,,-J.l' 
".,...0 

+ 8'/'~0 S (z') ~ Am(x") (A I (1'2x")'IA ) 
A:'/~ 0 I...J 2m m 0 , 

t1!eFO 

(17) 

The excited eigenvalues \0 are easily constructed 
following the above procedure, giving AiO = 110 + (2i + 1) 
x Al/2e. The wave functions uiO are similar to (17), the 
only difference being the replacement of Ao by Ai and of 
m by m - i. In order to obtain convergent perturbation 
theory series for the general excited-state eigen-
values ~iwhen e '" 0 it is necessary to rearrange the 
terms in llJ' and p" separately for each value of j into 
H!' and Pi' . The result has the same form as (15) but zt must tie replaced by zj. This change is compensated 
for by replacing x' by x' + (z~ - zi)e-1/2 • zj is chosen 
such that the average val\le of z I m the state j is zj. 
This choice minimizes Il~, the jth eigenvalue of the 
operator - v~ I + (z 1_ zj)} as illustrated by Fink[15). This 
choice is necessary so that the quantity Qlj which now re
places Qlo should not have any contribution to the sum 
from n = j where the denominator vanishes. Qlj is de
fined like Qlo in (8) except that tl1e term n = j is omit,ted 
instead of n = 0, the functions SJ with eigenvalues IlJ caI-n n 
culated with z.~ replaced by zj are used, and So and Ilo are 
replaced by sl and Il~. If this choice is not made the 

J J 
anomalously large contribution to the sum from n = j 
prevent the renormalization of H into the simple form 
(15). The reason is related to the fact that the harmonic 
oscillator has only positive energies, and it is there
fore necessary to start at the bottom of the band in 
order to construct all the states by adding variously ex
cited harmonic oscillator energies. After the change is 
made the previous procedure can be repeated and one 
finds results having the same form as before but with 
appropriate changes of 0 to j and in x'. The results for 
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues will be used in Sec. 
5 to calculate the impedance. 

4. CRITICAL MAGNETIC FIELD NEAR 
PERPENDICULAR ORIENTATION 

For a film of finite thickness perturbation theory may 
be applied as before to find the variation of Hu for small 
angles rp = 1/211' - e. Proceeding as in Sec. 3, one im
mediately finds that the linear variation of A with rp van
ishes for all thicknesses, since the quantity Qlo is here 
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evaluated for simple harmonic oscillator functions and 
equals 1/2. This result also suggests as before that the 
terms in H be regrouped from (4) to H = H~ + p'. 

Ho'=cos <p (- 'V'x.'+x") - v"" 
P' =-sin <p cos'" 'P' 2x' (z' -.z,') +sin' <p (z' -zo')' 

(18) 

where z I = (2eBe )1/2 z as before and now x' = (2eBecosrp )1/2 
x (x - Xo). Then perturbation theory gives, to order rp2 

A,,=1-'I,<p'+<p' E (0Iz'lm>'[1-2(2+em)-'j. (19) 
m,.O 

The eigenfunctions in the z-direction are cos(m7rz/d), so 

Pm= (mnld) 2 (2e8,) -', and (0 I z'l m>'=8d'(mn) -'(2e8,.) 

for odd m and vanishes for even m. The Sum (19) is 
easily performed 

Aoe=1-<p' (sld-y2) th (dl sY2). (20) 

In the thin film limit this result agrees with Tinkham's 
formula (3), A = 1- 1/2rp2 + rp2d2/(12e). For thick 
films A = 1 - rp2 U(df2). Comparison of higher terms in 
the perturbation series indicates that the expansion 
parameter is tanrp sinrp d22eBe. The validity of (20) is 
thus restricted for thick films to the range rp « ~/ d, 
and so it does not apply to semi-infinite films where d 
- 00. The transition from the small angle to the finite 
angle regime evidently occurs when the film thickness 
equals the size of the surface sheath, which is there
fore approximately U rp. At this angle (20) should join 
smoothly on to the result for a semi-infinite film, which 
would require A - 1 to be proportional to rp3. This rough 
argument gives a faster variation to the size of the 
surface sheath and A than our variational solution of 
Sec. 2. 

To solve the case of a semi-infinite film we ar
range H so that there is only one expansion parameter, 
tanrp, by dividing it by cosrp: now 

II"=HICOS<jl, II,"=f{o'/coscp, P"=P'/cuscp. 

We are also lead to rescale z again: Z" = z l tanl/2 rp sinl/2 rp, 
since as above we expect this combination to be of order 
unity. 

Ho'/=-V x"+x"- tg' <jl'i7 ;'" 

P"=-2x'(z"-zo") + (.<;"-zu")2. 
(21) 

The perturbation expansion (12) for AJ~ = Aoo! cosrp is 

;;"0"=1 + L (01 (Z"_Zo'/) 1m>' (1 ____ 2 ___ ) 
m 2+e m tg' <jl-6A" 

+ E (01 (z"-zo") 11>(/1 (z"-zo") Im)(ml (z"-zo") In)(nl (z" -z,,") 10) 

'mn (22) 

X { - ( 1 - 2+£,t:-6A" ) emtC;:~A" (1- 2+e,,~-I\AII ) 
4 ) 1 } + ... 

4+e m t'-6A" 2+o,t'-61," , 

where OA" = A" - 1, which is of order e = tan2rp, and 
E>mO is a projection operator which means to omit the 
m = 0 term. Keeping terms of order tan2c,o, this series 
can be written in the same form as (12), defining a = 
oA"/tan2c,o. 

m,.' (23) 
p=2-'{'(z"-z,") (V,,,\i,,,-a) . 2-'{'(z"-Zo'/) + 

+ [2-'" (z" -ZO") l' (V ,,,\7 ,,,-a) [2-'{' (Zll -Zo'/) ]'/2!+ . .. 

The derivative operators are shown acting in different 
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directions since this choice does not require any bound
ary terms resulting from the partial integrations per
formed to eliminate the intermediate states. Letting 
the differential operators act either on the powers of 
z" - z~' or outside, the exponential series can be sum
med. 

p=oxp ['/,(z" -zo") '] i7, .. V,,, exp ['/.,(z" -zo") 'J 
-v , .. 1',,,+'/, cxp[ '/,(z" -zo") ']-a (oxp['/,(z" -zo") 'J-1}. (24) 

The solution of (23) is that a is the eigenvalue of 
h = Vz,;Vz" + p. The eigenfunctions are proportional to 
exp (-II 4(z" - Z~')2) cos (kz If), and the resulting values 
of a are a = 1/2 + k2. The ground-state value is a = 1/2. 
With this value A = (1 + l/2ip2) COSip and is just a con
stant A = 1 to order ip2, agreeing with the tendency of 
(20). 

We have not actually calculated the coefficient of the 
ip3 term in the variation of A. However, we can point out 
how such terms arise, in spite of an apparent expansion 
parameter of tan2ip in (21) and (22). The matrix element 
(01 z" 1 m) is proportional to m-2 and Em to m2. Thus al
though a sum like we used above 

~ <Olz"lm>'emtg'(p 

converges, the next term in the direct expansion in 
powers of tan2ip, 

~ <Olz"lm>'tm'tg'cp 

does not converge, and factors of Emtan2ip must be left 
in the denominator. Then the contribution is of order 
ip3. Other terms act similarly. Also we note that a con
tribution of order tan2ip in p could lead to a contribu
tion of order tan3 ip in A. For example, if 

tan' cp (z" -zo") , axp ['/, (z" -z,,")'], 

is added to p, a becomes 1/2 + tanip, which makes A = 

1 + tan3ip. Although the terms of order tan3ip do not ap
pear when there is no boundary, it seems unlikely that 
their sum vanishes when the boundary conditions are 
used. However, only our establishment that Hu varies 
at least like ip4 in Sec. 2 is rigorous. 

5. IMPEDANCE 

The response of a superconductor to an external 
electromagnetic field when it is also in an inclined 
static magnetic field Be is calculated using the formal
ism developed in [16]. One needs to know the response 
function Q relating the time-dependent part of the cur
rent jw to the time-dependent part of the vector po
tential Aw according to jw = -QAw. Slightly generalizing 
the results of [17] and expanding to keep all terms of 
order w/21TT we find for a dirty superconductor with Be 
near Hu that Q = Qn + Q', where Qn = - iW(7 is the nor
mal state response and Q' is the first correction due 
to superconductivity. 

1jJ' ('/,+p) [ 1 iw iw 1jJ" ('/,+p) (3 iW) 
Q'=111'!J . 1-----, ---.-

nT 2 to-iw 8nT 1jJ ('/,+p) to-'W 
(25) 

_4~DI<Ole(iV+2eA)ln>I'(1_ iw 1jJ~('/,+p) )]; 
~ t,,-eo-iw 4nT 1jJ ('/,+p) 
" 

w is the angular frequency of the electro-magnetic field. 
a is the normal state conductivity. I/J' and I/J" are the 
first and second derivatives of the digamma function I/J. 
En = 2eBeDAn. e is a unit vector along the direction of 
the electric field. 
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The zero-frequency limit of Q' is especially im
portant. If Q'(w = 0) is finite the response to a static 
electric field E is infinite since iwAw = E. Q'(w = 0) 
must vanish for the d.c. conductivity to be finite. In 
order for Q'(w = 0) to vanish the sum S(O) must equal 
1, where 

(26) 

Most of the variation of the impedance at microwave 
or smaller frequencies occurs for small angles. In this 
limit we can get exact expressions for Q' using the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions calculated in Sec. 3. In 
the longitudinal orientation, Z, we need to use only uoo, 
\1: 0 , Ano and A10. Writing w' = w/2eBeD, 

(27) 

If e ,r. 0, S(O)Z = 1. Equation (27) differs from the cor
responding result of Maki's first approximation only 
by the presence of the factors A1/2. In the transverse 
orientation, t, we also need Aij and Uij for j ,r. 0, but only 
to order eO to get the same accuracy, so we need not 
shift z~ yet. 

Sew), 
2A'/'S ~ <Sol]l2(z'-zo') IS,,>' 
" , +2 , . 

2A 'S-iw " fl,,-flo-iw 
(28) 

Again for e ,r. 0, S(O)t = A + 2Cl'0 = 1 as required. 

The impedance is obtained by substituting S(w) from 
(27) or (28) back into (25). For a sample thinner than 
the skin depth 00 = (21Twat1 / 2 or for a thicker sample 
when ~ « 00, which is the same as w' « K2, where K is 
the Ginzburg- Landau parameter, one only needs the 
spatially averaged, 0, value of Q'. For small but 
finite e the average of 1 ~ 12 is almost the same as cal
culated in [16]. However, here the Abrikosov vortex 
structure in the x-y plane must be averaged over in 
addition to the average on the surface sheath structure 
in the z-direction, which reduces (I ~ 12) by a factor of 
f3A = 1.16. To lowest order 

< 111 '>a1jJ'('/,+p)/nT=2eoLl~A' 
(29) 

L=4aN(1.20x)'(lI .. -B,,)/[ (x,'-J,) II .. ], 

Nand J 2 are functions of film thickness plotted in [16]. 
The temperature and film-thickness dependence of K2 is 
discussed in [18]. 

The results for Q' simplify somewhat if we are not 
too close to Te, so that w' « 1, which is the same as 
w « 1T (Te - T). Then we get 

, 1 w', 
Re<Q, >=2eoL ~A 4AS'+w" ' 

, 1 [ 4110A'I'8 1jJ"('/,+p) ] 
Im<Q, >=-wL~ 4AS'+w" + 1+3p 1jJ' ('/,+p) , 

(30) 
, 1 Aw" 

Re<Q, >=2eoL ',1 '+ ,,' 
~A 't. S- W 

1 411 A'I,S 1jJ"('/ +p) ] 
Im<Q,')=-wL~ [4AS:+W" + 1 + B+(1+2A)p 1jJ' ('/:+p) , 

B = 4S_ 2' For e = 0 these results agree with those of L16] 
when f3A is replaced by 1. This corresponds to the com
plete absence of vortices, which requires e « (V sample 
length)2, a ratio too small to be met in practice. 

The impedance Z is calculated as for example in [16]. 
For a very thick film with d » both ~ and 00 only one 
surface is excited, and 

Z=2nwoo (1-i+2noo<Q'>d), 
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R = ReZ is proportional to ReQ'. Using the identity 
167TaD(1.20K)2 = 1, the limiting expression for L gives 

2eoL=2.63(II'3-B.)/[2nd~II'3(2x/-O.328) J. (31) 

For films thinner than 60 a common experimental ar
rangement is to evaporate the film on one side of a thin 
insulating substrate, the other side of which is then 
stuck to the metal wall of a microwave cavity. Let the 
index of refraction of the substrate be n and its thick
ness l. Let ~ = (1 - i)/60 for the film, and kc = (1 - i)/ 
60c for the cavity, where 60c is the cavity skin depth. 
Then when the film is in the normal state the general 
result for Z is 

Z=- (4niW) kj(nw+k, t)+nw (k,-nco t)th • 
k, k f (nw+k, t) th + IlW (ic,-no) t) (32) 

where t = tan(nwl) and th = tanh(k~). Assuming nwl « 1 
and d « 60 and using wn50c « 1, 

Z=-4"iw[ l+k .. (/+d) ]J(k,+k,'d+/ •. kJd). (33) 

If it is further assumed that 1 « 00c and 1 « d the result 
is the same as was derived in [16] for a film on a metal 
neglecting the substrate. 

However, these last two conditions on 1 are usually 
fulfilled with the inequalities reversed, so that it is not 
justified to neglect the substrate. Then with 1 » 50c and 
1 »d we get a new expression 

Z=-4ni'ul/ (1 +k,'ld). (34) 

For a typical situation 50 ~ 10-4 cm, 1 ~ 10-2 cm, and 
d ~ 10-5 cm. Then the second term in the denominator 
is ~10 and Z = (adt1 , now independent of the exact prop
erties of the substrate and cavity. Superconductivity of 
the film is included as in [16] by replacing a by a + a' 
and expanding in a' to first order. Z = (adtl(1- a'/a), 
where a' = (Q ')/ (- iw). Therefore under these condi
tions R is proportional to Im(Q'), unlike the previous 
cases considered. 

6. POSSIBLE PHASE TRANSITIONS OF THE 
VORTEX LATTICE STRUCTURE 

By using the wave functions calculated to order e1 / 2 

near the parallel orientation the essential flux-flow 
character of the impedance has been obtained in Sec. 5. 
Besides having an overall form in agreement with these 
calculations, the available experimental data [19] for the 
slope aR/ aBe very near Hu has a fine structure which 
is irregular, deviating significantly above and below 
the smoothed average slope obtained somewhat below 
Hu' The geometrical considerations suggested in [19] 
have no apparent validity since they do not enter into (25). 
However, the sharp changes in this fine structure may 
possibly be due to sudden changes in the equilibrium 
vortex-lattice structure, which would give rise to a 
sudden change in the slope a( I Ll I 2)/ aBe similar to that 
observed in tunneling experiments in parallel field near 
the critical thickness [18]. 

The free energy difference between the super con
ducting and normal states as a function of the external 
field Be is F sn' 

F .. =-< I ill'>'V,I164ne't.';', (35) 

where 

1= «lill'>-8e't.'x-'S B,'dV/V.) / <Iill'>', 

V s is the volume of the superconductor. Bs is the mag-
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netic field generated by the current j s flowing in the 
superconductor. The total magnetic field B is Bs + Be. 
A = K~ is the London penetration depth in this section. 
( I Ll1 2 ) calculated in the same way as originally done by 
Abrikosov[9] is proportional to Hu - Be and is inversely 
proportional to I. All the dependence on the vortex-lat
tice structure in F sn and (I Ll1 2) is included in the factor 
I. The structure having the smallest I has the most nega
tive free energy difference Fsn and is the favored 
equilibrium structure. If the lattice structure changes 
continuously as a function of e, no sharp changes in I, 
and therefore in a(ILlI 2)/aBe and aR/aBe , will occur. A 
sharp change in the slope dI/ de would occur if two solu
tions, both of which are locally stable with respect to 
local lattice distortions, existed, and their respective 
curves I(e) crossed at a finite value of e with different 
slopes. The equilibrium I(e) would have a sharp peak 
and aR/ aBe a corresponding sharp minimum at this 
angle. 

The second contribution to I which involves Bs is 
smaller than the first one involving (I Ll14) by the factor 
K-2 • In the experiments K ~ 3, so the first term should 
be more important and will be calculated first. For 
very small e the solution for the normalized function is 

il=lIoo(x", z') e""=;!o(x") So(:') ex!' (ix,," y"), 

where xa' = (2eB e)1/2Al/4Xo, and y" = (2eBee)1I2A-l/4y is 
chosen so that xl;yll = 2eBeexoY. The phase factor in Zo 

has been eliminated for convenience by making a gauge 
transformation. In terms of the variables x" and y" the 
x-y dependence of the solution is the same as Abriko
sov's, so the equilibrium solution for very small angles 
has a lattice of equilateral triangles in x 11 and y 11 with no 
preferred orientation. In real space the unit cell is 
longer than the Abrikosov value in the direction of the 
surface component of Be by the factor (Hc~Bee)1/2A-1I4 
and in the surface direction perpendicular to Be by 
(Hc2lBee)1/2Al/4. The area per vortex in the surface is 
increased by Hc2lBee. Thus there is just one quantum 

- of flux of the perpendicular component of the magnetic 
field for each vortex. 

The corrections to Ll of order e1 / 2 are given in (17). 
They give no correction to (I Ll14) to order e1/2 , so the 
first corrections to (ILlI4) must be found in order e. To 
calculate them one must first calculate the corrections 
to Uoo of order e, uri!;): 

(1)(" ')_ 0A-";,' ('l.E Am (X")<AmI2X'''I A o> 
Uoo x, z -~v U I) Z 

m 

+ 28x!f2~,0(x") \'l S.(z') <S.IV2(z'-zo') ISm><SmIV2z'ISo> 
A £..oJ (1-'.-1-'0) (I-'m-I-'o) 

lH,n""O 

1'2x"A (x")<A I(V2x")'IA > 
+8A-'~o .E m 2: 0 

(36) 

x \'l Am(x") <Ami (1'2x")'IA,><A, I (Y2x") 'lAo> 
.:... 4lm 
l,m+O 

where 
{)=S_, = L <SmI1'2z'ISo>'(l-'m-1-'0)-', , 

m,.. 
1 = .E 4<So Iz' IS,><S,I (z' -Zo') ISm ><Sml (z' -Zo') IS.> <So Iz' ISo> . 

(1-"-1-'0)(1-' .. -1-'0)(1-'.-1-'0) 
I,m , ,,;>,=0 
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Since we are using perturbation theory we must consider 
solutions which are near to the original triangular one. 
Thus for d we take a periodic superposition of our solu
tions with different values of xt just like Abrikosov's 
with two vortices per unit cell. Our variable parame
ters are the ratio of the dimensions of the unit cell 
Lx "/Ly " = r and rotation of the unit cell with respect to 
the magnetic field direction by the angle 1). 

The various combinations of products of excited and 
ground-state wave functions are worked out in terms of 
derivatives of the ground-state ones. For example, the 
sum of all combinations arising in < I d 14) when two d'S 
are proportional to Al and the other two to Ao is propor
tional to 2f3A + l~"-ly"where l~"=-<I<lo12V'2 "I<lo12). 
USing the explicit form of the wave functions~ an identity 
is obtained that l~" + ly" = f3 A regardless of rand 1). 
Higher excited states give rise to higher derivatives. 
Denoting as cij the combination of ith derivatives which 
transform with cos(j1)) under rotation, we start with coo 
= f3 A' Further combinations are 

c2z=I:,,-I: .. , 
c,,=lx~'+21:"lu: ,+Z:", 

C 44 =Z;, .-61%2"1~. '+l~ ... 

(37) 

The missing combinations C20 anc C42 are related to the 
other functions by identities. All of them grow propor
tional to rl/2 for large r. f3A' C40, and C44 are even func
tions of In(r), while C22 is odd. f3A has a maximum of 
1.18 at r = 1 and a minimum of 1.16 at r = .[3. C22 = 
2df3~d(ln(r)) has zeroes at r = 1 and r = 13 with a mini
mum of -0.12 between the zeroes. C40 has a minimum 
of 8.01 at r = 1, a maximum of 8.45 at r = .[3, and a 
minimum of 8.01 at r = 1, a maximum of 8.45 at r = 
.[3, and a minimum of about 6 for a larger r. C44 has a 
single minimum of - 5.65 at r = 1 and vanishes at r = 
13. The zeroes of these functions are required by sym
metry so that CijCOS(j1)) should be invariant under rota
tion of 1/21T for the square symmetry at r = 1 and of 1T/3 
for the equilateral triangular symmetry at r = .[3 and 1/ 
13. The symmetry with respect to a change of Sign of 
In (r) is determined for all r by its equivalence to a ro
tation by 1/21T. 

The resulting expression for < I d 14) is 

tions in r. Taking into account the curvatures of C22 
and C44 there are two minimum solutions with 1) = O. A 
sharp phase transition between these two solutions with 
different values of r is obtained in perturbation theory if 
aC~4 « bC;2 for () = 3ac4J(2b2c;2)' The derivatives are 
taken with respect to In (r) and evaluated at r = 13: 

c',,=14.95, e",,=-7.46, e',,=0.95, e" ,,=3.74. 

Perturbation theory in In(r) is not useful otherwise. If 
aC44 = bC;2 perturbation theory leaves the second solu
tion fixed at r = .[3, while the first solution is attaining 
a lower value of < I d 14). The second solution becomes un
stable with respect to rotation of 1) when bC;2 :5 4ac44, and 
the second choice for 1) is favored. However, owing to 
the negative curvature of C44 versus the positive curva
ture of C22 perturbation theory does not favor a transi
tion. 

In order to apply this discussion to the actual situa
tion we need to evaluate the coefficients appearing in 
(38). The values of Qlo and 1) = 0.075 were calculated 
numerically in (16]. We have only roughly estimated the 
others using the Gaussian approximation to So, finding 
a = 0.02, b = 0.2 and c = 0.004. Then bc;z!ac44 = 1. A 
phase transition is only predicted for an angle of ap
proximately 1/21T, which is far too large for the pertur
bation calculation in () to be valid. 

So far we have obtained only the first term contri
buting to I in (35). The term involving Bs remains to 
be calculated to be sure it is not large enough to over
come the factor K-2 multiplying it. USing a Maxwell equa
tion it can be converted into an integral involving only 
the sample volume. 

S B.' dV=4" S i.A. dV. 

The vector potential As satisfies V' x V' x As = 41TjS' 
js is periodic in x and y and can be written 

j, = ~j'l(z)exp(ilxx+iluY). 

(39) 

Then As is obtained in terms of the Green's function for 
V'~ and l = (Zi + lY)l/2. 

d 

A. = ~2" S d~ exp( -l/z-~I+ilxx+ilyY) j'I(~)Il, 
I 0 (40) 

d d 

1 d SB,'dV=Axu ~8'" Sdz S d~exp(-l/z-~I)i'(_I)(z)i,,(~)/I; 
<111'>=<lt.ol'>'d SSo'dz[(1+c'8)coo+O(ae"eos41']-be"cos21']+ce,,)]. I 0 0 

o (38) Axy is the surface area of the sample, ls is calculated 
The using the Ginzburg-Landau equation and (16) The variations of C40 and of its coefficient are small. 

correction to the coefficient of Coo is also not important 
since () must be small for perturbation theory in () to ap
ply. Therefore the contributions to (38) of the terms 
proportional to c anc c' may be henceforth ignored. 

For () ~ 0 (38) can be decreased by letting r differ 
from .[3. Minimizing (38) with respect to 1) gives two 
solutions: 

The second solution only applies when the magnitude of 
the last ratio is less than 1. The first solution gives 1) 
= 0 and 1) = 1/21T, which are the same if r - l/r. There 
are usually two minima of (38) as a function of r: one 
with Iln(r) I < In {3 and the other with a larger value of 
lIn (r) I. The solution most favored for small variations 
starts near r = 1/13 with 1) = 0 and r increasing toward 
1, because this gives the maximum negative contribu
tions to the terms proportional to () for linear varia-
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i.=-Re [I'.' (iV+2eAlt.]/8"eA', 

j.y= [4eB,. (z-z,,)S,,' (z) It." I '+A ",so'(z) V x I t." I']i 16"el.', 
(41) 

, 
j,,=- S d~[Vxj .. (~)+Vyj,,(~)]. 

There are additional contributions to jsy of order (}l/2 
which are not written down because they average to zero 
when integrated over z and therefore do not contribute 
to I to order (}l/2. The leading term of order (}o is the 
first contribution to jsy. Expanding exp (-ll z - ?; I) in a 
power series in l, which is of order (}1/2, we obtain . , . 

16e'A' SB.' dV = A,y ~ (I'~oln' {S dz [S 4eB,(~-zo)So'(~)d~ r 
, •• (42) 

1 [to'lx' 1 } +-(Al---)~~-
2 I (2eB,.)'10 . 
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The integral on the right side of (42) has been evaluated 
numerically[16] and equals 0.328 f~ dz S6(z). Trans
forming to our previous variables lx" and ly" : 

1= (2eB,8) 'I, (A'I'I,:,+ A -'1,1/) 'I"~ 

we see that l is not rotationally invariant. Fortunately 
for thick films (Al/2 - A-1/2)/(Al/2 + A-1/2 ) = -0.26 is a 
small parameter, so we expand 1 in powers of it, ob
taining 

(43) 

x [ (0.328+0.398'/') coo-0.0838"'c" cos 211-0.0030'" (c.;;, +c",) (cos 4'1+ I) J. 

The corrections of order 8 to (43) approximately equal 
the corresponding terms in (38). The terms of order 
8112 are larger or equal to them when 8 :s 0.1. The mag
netic field corrections are thus important when 2K2 "'" 1. 
However, for the experimental K "'" 3 they are not im
portant. 

The experimental data [19] show sharp minima in 
aR/aBe near the angles 8 = 0.032, 0.072 and 0.15. Our 
result to first order in 8 could at most only produce 
one structural phase transition, so if three of them 
exist the higher order terms in e must be important and 
strongly modify our first order result indicating no such 
transition. However, carrying the calculation further 
should only be made together with accurate numerical 
calculations of the coefficients. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have calculated some properties of a flat type II 
superconductor in a magnetic field inclined with respect 
to its surface. Particular success has been obtained 
for small angles of inclination, where static and dynamic 
properties have been calculated exactly and interpreted 
in terms of flux flow of vortices. The results for larger 
angles of inclination are not so decisive or complete. We 
found that abrupt structural phase transitions of the 
vortex lattice are possible in principle but did not ob
tain agreement with the experimental observations. Near 
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the perpendicular orientation we only found limits on 
the rate of variation of the upper critical magnetic field 
with the angle of inclination. 
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